PI Meetings Sept. 2018

Meet the new guy and talk JISAO

John Horne
# JISAO PIs

## On Campus (n=7)
- Chang, Bonnie
- McCabe, Ryan
- Sonnerup, Rolf
- Doherty, Sarah
- Saenger, Casey
- Hinkelman, Laura
- Serra, Yolande

## Sand Point (n=19)
- Andrews, Kim
- Bond, Nick
- Castellote, Manolo
- Denbo, Don
- Mordy, Cal
- Wang, Muyin
- Zhang, Dongxiao
- Baker, Ed
- Butterfield, Dave
- Cheng, Wei
- Hermann, Al
- Oritz, Ivonne
- Wei, Yong
- Bates, Tim
- Carter, Brendan
- Chiodi, Andy
- Kennedy, Amy
- Rising, Joe
- Wood, Kevin
Talking Points

1. Administration: HR hire, staff roles, proposal lead times
2. Administrative support: proposals, grant management, MFD
3. Culture survey followup, professional development program
4. Council (need more bodies), Fellows (role and Council vote)
5. PI status & renewal
7. JISAO re-compete (end of 2019), Advisory Board reconstitute
8. WRC (aka Sand Point) deferred maintenance